Select Discography

The following titles are available on CD. Barnes and Noble bookstores that sell CDs are usually well stocked with jazz. Another good source is Daedalus Music. There is also the Fantasy Jazz catalogue and web site, Smithsonian jazz (which has its own jazz and big band compilations), and The Jazz Store. In many metropolitan areas public libraries have CDs available to loan. There are also many jazz radio stations throughout the country. One of the best is KBEM Jazz 88 in Minneapolis, MN, which has a web broadcast 24 hours a day.

Compilations

Ken Burn’s Jazz—The Story of America’s Music  
Columbia/Legacy C5K 61432   (5CD set from the PBS series; Individual artist CDs also available)

RCA Victor 80\textsuperscript{th} Anniversary—The First Label in Jazz  
Vol.2 1930-1939  09026-68778

The Real Kansas City of the ‘20s, ‘30s & ‘40s  
Columbia/Legacy CK 64855

The Commodore Story—Hot Jazz 52\textsuperscript{nd} Street Commodore Recordings CMD-2-400

Always in My Heart Classic—Songs From World War II  
RCA 07863-66702-2

Individual Artists

Count Basie The Complete Decca Recordings  
Jazz Heritage 533501Y

Duke Ellington and His Orchestra, Rockin’ in Rhythm  
Academy Sound and Vision Ltd.  AJA 5057R

Classics 500
Benny Goodman, *On the Air 1937-1938 Columbia Jazz Masterpieces*  
Columbia / Legacy C2K 48836

Dizzy Gillespie, *1940/1946 Jazz Archives No. 99*  
158812

Andy Kirk & Mary Lou Williams, *Mary’s Idea The Original Decca Recordings*  
GRD 662

*The Essential Glenn Miller*  
RCA 07963-66520-2

Charlie Parker & Dizzy Gillespie, *Diz ‘Bird at Carnegie Hall The Performance Series*  
Blue Note CDP 7243 8 57061 2 7